Talent champion

Institute of Directors’ chair and ACE advisory board member Lady Barbara Judge on why UK engineering must invest in the best talent
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Four months into the Tory government’s five-year administration and there is a clear sense that for the infrastructure sector there is opportunity ahead.

But equally there is a realisation that this government is not the same, rebadged version of the last coalition. With a clear majority David Cameron and George Osborne have the mandate they want to drive the UK towards their goal of economic growth and business prosperity.

Interviewed in Infrastructure Intelligence this month, Institute of Directors chair and ACE advisory board member Lady Barbara Judge makes it clear that an opportunity that they must not blow. The business agenda must, she says, “be at the forefront of policy.”

Few business leaders in infrastructure would disagree. Nor would they argue with her insistence that for this government to succeed, the entire supply chain must be engaged and incentivised. In particular with direct encouragement and support given to the vital smaller companies underpinning the economy across the UK.

As she puts it: “Government spends so much money on infrastructure it has to make sure that the benefits go to small businesses”. And that means creating new incentives through tax breaks and other SME focused activities but it also means educating and guiding businesses towards those that already exist.

Negotiating the next five years of austerity will be tough for all as government ramps up its demand for greater productivity and the global competition bites into profits. SMEs in particular will need all the help they can get to find the resources to invest in the talent, innovation and new business practices that will deliver the required productivity increases.

And as Judge points out, it starts with employing the right brain power - there is no substitute for a talented workforce. “My advice is to hire women,” she says, “open the doors to the smartest and most dedicated people you can find notwithstanding their gender.”

The message is clear that it is an opportunity that they must not blow. The Directors chair and ACE advisory board member Lady Barbara Judge makes it clear that a government ramps up its demand for greater productivity and global competition bites into profits. SMEs in particular will need all the help they can get to find the resources to invest in the talent, innovation and new business practices that will deliver the required productivity increases.

And as Judge points out, it starts with employing the right brain power - there is no substitute for a talented workforce. “My advice is to hire women,” she says, “open the doors to the smartest and most dedicated people you can find notwithstanding their gender.”

Antony Oliver, editor, Infrastructure Intelligence
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Balfour Beatty and NG Bailey’s joint venture has been appointed as preferred bidder for the £640M Hinkley Point C power station electrical package, for EDF Energy.

Government has been urged by independent think tank Policy Exchange to continue support for onshore wind farms in a Green Licence Round will be formally offered to companies. Another 132 blocks have been subjected to detailed assessment under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010, the findings of which are now are out for consultation.

The Oil & Gas Authority has announced that 27 onshore fracking blocks from the 14th Onshore Oil & Gas Licensing Round will be formally offered to companies. Another 132 blocks have been subjected to detailed assessment under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010, the findings of which are now are out for consultation.

Government has stepped in to accelerate the planning process for shale gas exploration by introducing new measures to ensure councils make planning decisions within 16 weeks. New powers will be given to the Communities Secretary to call in planning applications and recover appeals. The government will also be able to take decision over councils which fail to make decisions within the timescale.

Dogger Bank offshore wind farm in the North Sea – the biggest offshore wind project in the world – has gained planning consent. Dogger Bank Teesside A&B will take decision over councils which fail to make decisions within the timescale.

The All Party Parliamentary Group on Infrastructure has reformed, with new officers. Former Industry Minister and current member of the Treasury Select Committee, Stephen Hammond MP, is chair of the group. Other members are Neil Carmichael MP (chair of the Education Select Committee), Alan Brown MP (a civil engineer), Mark Prisk MP, Dr Alan Whitehead MP, Kelvin Hopkins MP, Lord Berkeley and Lord Chadwyk

After three years of major building work, Nottingham’s £350M newly expanded tram network has opened. Phase Two extends Nottingham Express Transit’s service to the south and southwest of the city, reaching Chilwell, Beeston and Clifton. The extension more than doubles in size the city’s tram network, adding 17km of new track and 38 new tram stops to the existing network that travels to the north of the city. Construction work was undertaken by Taylor Woodrow and Alstom on behalf of Tramlink Nottingham: the NET concession holder appointed by Nottingham City Council. It was eight months late and contributed to contractor Taylor Woodrow’s and Alstom’s civil engineering losses of £16.5M last year, but it is being welcomed enthusiastically by the city.

Soaring demand can meet strict environmental criteria. Tony Gee & Partners have treated 32 students and apprentices to an 850 mile tour of the International Longevity Centre, which houses the world’s largest cohort of older people. The report, is the delivery of new, good quality retirement housing, according to new research by the International Longevity Centre, which houses the world’s largest cohort of older people. The report, is the delivery of new, good quality retirement housing, according to new research by the
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News roundup
**WATER**

Construction of London’s new £4.2bn ‘super sewer’ will start next year after the confirmation of independent investors to finance and deliver the scheme. Contractors will begin mobilisation in September. Razallette Executive Director of Veolia Water, a new special-purpose company appointed to take the project forward, described the project’s services consultancy Rhead Group. The deal is intended to enhance the contractor’s programme management and advisory capability and enhance its integrated offer as part of Costain’s Power, reporting into the Natural Resources division. Rhead Group was established in 1985 and with over 550 staff, provides a range of services across the infrastructure lifecycle, primarily in the UK for customers including National Grid, Wales & West Utilities and BAE Systems. In the year ended 31 July 2014, Rhead Group generated revenues of £65.3M and profits of £5.2M before exceptional administrative expenses of £6.7M. The contractor reported pretax profits up 72% to £1.0M in its half year figures. Turnover rose 17% to £681.2M largely from its highways, rail and water market contracts which delivered £47.9M.

**RAIL**

Network Rail is to start the hunt for design and engineering consultants for its Crossrail 2 activity in September. Network Rail is expected to spend over £10 billion over the next 10 years. Balfour Beatty has pulled out of a £75M contract to electrify the rail line between Preston and Blackpool. The move came after a review said work was unlikely to be on time and budget. Network Rail said the now 2017 contract will be done with its 75% stake of the project. The £4.2bn contract was awarded to Colas Rail in 2014. The two largest were £2.7M and £2.9M profit during the first six months of 2014. The contractor reported losses for 17% to £1.0M in its half year figures.

**BUSINESS**

Royal BAM Group’s UK operations have reported first half profits of £7.6M against a loss of £1.3M for the same period last year. The扭亏为盈 business had a £4.9M profit during the first six months after a £2.7M loss in the first six months of 2014. Turnover rose 18% to £776.9M.

**Market Review from Barbour ABI.** The two largest were a £32.0M extension to the Turbo Bank offshore wind farm and a Beddington based energy from waste facility worth £23.0M. From a regional perspective, it was the North West that dominated infrastructure for the month, with 33% of all contract values and an increase of almost 25% in activity when compared to July 2014.

Balfour Beatty reported half year results showing a loss of £1.5M on revenues of £8.4M. But before the firm carried out reviews into project performance uncovered a new raft of problems that led to a series of profit warnings. Full year figures in March showed a £9.5M loss on turnover of £87.3M. The half year results revealed a loss for the UK civil engineering and in division from where most of Balfour Beatty’s recent problems have stemmed - of £1.45M.

**ROADS**

Future road spending to eclipse current plans is possible but if Highway England and its supply chain are clearly seen as being the delivery of the current £10bn of Highways England Strategic. And that evidence has to be visible by year three of a Highways England development strategy. One HS2

**STRUCTURES**

President’s historic grade II listed station site to be redeveloped under a new multi-million pound investment plan revealed this week by Lancashire County Council. The £13M plan will preserve the station’s unique RIBA designed 1960s building structure and other elements. Panelists pointed to stations with great architecture such as Grand Central Station, St Pancras and Blackfriars and also praised airports such as Schiphol and Singapore.

**AIRPORTS**

Global Infrastructure Partners, the private equity owners of London City Airport, has put the airport reported to be worth up to £2bn on the auction block. It bought the east London airport from Irish businessman Dermot Desmond and Morgans is chairing a jury that will draw up a shortlist of six entries with a winner announced in early 2016.

**NORTHERN POWERHOUSE**

Publication of a £13bn transport blueprint for the Northern powerhouse has been criticised as a missed opportunity to progress long-term sustainable transport. The document outlines work in the future rail and road Tunnel Limited development but fails to mention any of the long term plans identified in the ‘Northern Powerhouse’ Strategy published in March. “Building it as a blueprint is a missed opportunity,” said Marc Davie, chairman of the ACE Northern Region and a director at WYG in Leeds. “The document earlier in the year had strategic ideas around road and rail and options for TransPennine routes. Progressing those ideas would have been very positive and shown strong commitment to the Northern Powerhouse.”

**ENVIRONMENT**

The majority of the UK public remains worried about global warming according to an IMechE / ICM Unlimited poll. The survey of over 2,000 members of the public found that 57% were worried about global warming, with 14% saying they were ‘very worried’. The poll also found that 64% of people think global warming is already a problem. However, while 70% said they think global warming will be a problem in 2020’s time.

**ENVIRONMENT**

The British Library has been listed Grade I by Heritage Minister Tracey Crouch on the advice of Historic England. Originally designed by architect Sir Colin St John Wilson and built by constructor, the Library was built between 1972 and 1999 by contractor John Laing. It was the largest UK public building constructed in the 20th century.

**AIRPORTS**

Global Infrastructure Partners, the private equity owners of London City Airport, has put the airport reported to be worth up to £2bn on the auction block. It bought the east London airport from Irish businessman Dermot Desmond and Morgans is chairing a jury that will draw up a shortlist of six entries with a winner announced in early 2016. As HS2 prepares to lodge an Additional Provision to the Hybrid Bill now going through Parliament, HS2’s Rupert Walker explains the drivers behind the revised two stage Euston Station scheme and the challenges that remain.

Have you revealed new plans for redeveloping Euston? Why? It’s important in developing plans for HS2 that we meet the needs of everybody – passengers and the local community – and our plans are for a station that will be a place for everyone. That is why we need to make this change to the existing Hybrid Bill.

What are the key benefits? Our new scheme will cause less disruption to rail passengers, will enable us to manage the disruption to the local community in a much smoother way. It’s a better plan for regeneration of the Euston area and Camden.

What big risks remain? It is a big construction project and in any construction project there are risks. But we are confident now that we understand Euston Station pretty much inside out and we understand how it works and what our plans are for it. The work that we have put in over the last year has enabled us to better understand the risks.

Is your focus more towards minimising the impact on train passengers or the local community? Delivering any major infrastructure project will cause disruption. There is a balance between the disruption that gets caused to the people that live and work around the station, and the people who use the station. That is why we are working to understand how passenger impacts are managed and also with the community to understand what their issues are.

What is the impact of this on the business? There is a relatively minor impact on the cost of the scheme and the overall cost of HS2 phase One is still within its overall budget and isn’t affected by this.

Have you ever considered the option of just stopping at Old Oak Common? That is a really good question but you just can’t do it. You need both Old Oak Common and Euston because we are talking about a massive number of people that will be using HS2 and will be coming to London. They go to – it is not a choice of one or the other.

So what happens now? There is some process in Parliament. It is important the Hybrid bill is passed and we expect that to happen at the end of next year. We hope to get to work really closely with Network Rail and with the local council to make sure that we develop the very best solution for London as a whole. HS2 is just a part of that.

INTERVIEW: HS2 development director Rupert Walker on Euston’s new plan
This year it has felt like energy - and especially its cost – has rarely been out of the headlines, fuelled by a General election and change of Government, fluctuations in oil prices, and the need to set out a vision for a secure, affordable and low carbon energy mix for the UK.

At the same time, much emphasis has been put on the importance of supporting the UK’s broader infrastructure future – from stimulating economic growth and jobs as well as ensuring the UK remains one of the most successful economies in the world.

I may be biased, but this seems a good moment to reflect on what might be one of the UK’s lesser known infrastructure success stories: offshore wind. This sector has gone from zero a little over a decade ago, to meeting around 5 per cent of the UK’s electricity demand today and is on course to meet about 10 per cent by 2020.

To date, investment in wind farm generating stations and offshore transmission links totals over £13 billion, a market set to double over the next five years. The UK has been acknowledged as the most attractive country globally to invest in offshore wind consultants EV.

As the technology has matured, the risk profile of the construction and operating phases of these long-term assets has become increasingly manageable, and low carbon energy is a competitive with other forms of low carbon energy by 2020.

As a result, the sector has a meaningful contribution to make to a reliable, affordable and low carbon energy mix alongside new nuclear and gas.

The upshot is that while industry must continue to work hard to reduce costs, it has never been in a stronger position to play its part in the UK’s long-term energy future.

We increasingly hear from all quarters that the skills shortages in engineering and related professions are creating huge problems.

In the highways and transportation industry, there is general agreement that we don’t have enough skilled people to work on all the new transport infrastructure projects or maintain our existing infrastructure. In addition, we have an ageing workforce with those retiring not being replaced in sufficient numbers by new entrants to the industry.

For D and I objectives, the funding and guarantees provided by the Government have always been critical. Following reform of the Electricity Market, revenue streams are now underwritten by 15-year Government support contracts (‘Contract for Difference’) allocated on a competitive basis. Following the bid prices from help offshore wind farms earlier this year, Neart na Gaiothe and East Anglia One, the sector can hold its head high for employers to edge that is on D and D competitive with other forms of low carbon energy by 2020.

As a result, the sector has a meaningful contribution to make to a reliable, affordable and low carbon energy mix alongside new nuclear and gas.

The upshot is that while industry must continue to work hard to reduce costs, it has never been in a stronger position to play its part in the UK’s long-term energy future.

Two years on from the Perkins review of engineering skills and as we all pull together plans for the third Tomorrow’s Engineers Week, something rather exciting is happening. The public is starting to appreciate engineers. Findings from our annual perceptions survey, to be published later this month, show that 37% more 11-14 year olds believe a career in engineering is desirable than five years ago. The proportion of 15 and 16 year olds who would consider a career in engineering has increased from 37% to 49% in the same period.

And for 17-19s the number that have considered engineering careers has risen from 23% to 27%, with the proportion of girls rising from 13% to 28%.

This year’s survey shows a massive jump in the proportion of teachers who see engineering careers as desirable for students, at 79 compared to 57% in 2014 and the number of teachers saying engineering is undesirable for their students has halved since last year.

The Perkins review called for a coordinated and approach to inspiring the next generation. Why bother? Because we need to attract new talent to the 1.82M engineering roles we will need before 2022. That’s where you come in.

During Tomorrow’s Engineers Week, 16-26 November, we want schools and employers across the UK to work together on events and activities to inspire future engineers. We need you to tell young people about your amazing job, either by attending or hosting events/activities for young people. While we will lead on the public relations for the week, its success depends on your active input.

To support that this year’s campaign we’ve also recruited two young vloggers (video bloggers), who will feature on the Tomorrow’s Engineers YouTube channel to help dispel myths around engineering.

If you’re new to Tomorrow’s Engineers We can help. You can get inspiration from the website or contact one of the Tomorrow’s Engineers team, currently headed up by Chris Binnie on recruitment from R&A systems.

That active engagement at local and regional level feeds into a national picture that will continue to improve as employers across the country join the network. This coordinated approach will see the programme engage with young people with positive messages about engineering each year. That’s an inspiring thought.

The Spending Review is fast approaching and all areas of Government spending on infrastructure are under scrutiny. While areas such as Highways England’s funding settlement look safe, departments have been asked to consider how they might shave their budgets by 25% or 40%. Some heavy cuts look inevitable.

Paradoxically, this could be an opportunity. The sheer scale of the budget reduction targets mean that we must think creatively.

The National Infrastructure Plan (NIP) – despite accusations that it’s just a list of projects - does a reasonable job of explaining what Government is trying to achieve. Investment is clearly to be prioritised in areas that drive productivity. Infrastructure is given a central role in dealing with long term challenges, including population growth and climate change.

A fairer criticism is that it’s not always easy to see the link between the projects in the NIP, and delivering on these strategic objectives. This is exacerbated by the lack of a view on what level of capacity or performance is actually being sought in order to meet our objectives.

So instead of conducting a department by department sequence of budget cuts, what steps would you take to achieve and make strategic decisions?

The planned investment in the Strategic Road Network in may help us achieve a “mile a minute” network; unlocking connectivity, growth and jobs. But nearly every journey begins and ends on a local road, where maintenance backlogs are growing. We also know that flood risk and those government departments. Capital and maintenance budgets remain siloed.

Now is surely the time set the value by focusing on the big network-level objectives and taking a multi-year, whole life approach to meeting those objectives. Where do we need to invest first to result in some decisions not to build at all, for instance where deployment of technology can reduce demand or optimise performance is a better option?

This in turn will help accelerate a transformation in the Public sector, creating a demand for new business models, more innovation and meaningful collaboration across the supply chain.

Election and change of Government, especially its cost - has rarely been out of the headlines, fuelled by a General election and change of Government, fluctuations in oil prices, and the need to set out a vision for a secure, affordable and low carbon energy mix for the UK.

At the same time, much emphasis has been put on the importance of supporting the UK’s broader infrastructure future – from stimulating economic growth and jobs as well as ensuring the UK remains one of the most successful economies in the world.

I may be biased, but this seems a good moment to reflect on what might be one of the UK’s lesser known infrastructure success stories: offshore wind.

This sector has gone from zero a little over a decade ago, to meeting around 5 per cent of the UK’s electricity demand today and is on course to meet about 10 per cent by 2020.

To date, investment in wind farm generating stations and offshore transmission links totals over £13 billion, a market set to double over the next five years. The UK has been acknowledged as the most attractive country globally to invest in offshore wind consultants EV.

As the technology has matured, the risk profile of the construction and operating phases of these long-term assets has become increasingly manageable, and low carbon energy is competitive with other forms of low carbon energy by 2020.

As a result, the sector has a meaningful contribution to make to a reliable, affordable and low carbon energy mix alongside new nuclear and gas.

The upshot is that while industry must continue to work hard to reduce costs, it has never been in a stronger position to play its part in the UK’s long-term energy future.

We increasingly hear from all quarters that the skills shortages in engineering and related professions are creating huge problems. In the highways and transportation industry, there is general agreement that we don’t have enough skilled people to work on all the new transport infrastructure projects or maintain our existing infrastructure. In addition, we have an ageing workforce with those retiring not being replaced in sufficient numbers by new entrants to the industry. Unfortunately, there is no ‘quick fix’, or single solution but, if the industry is prepared to respond to these challenges and work together, there are things that can be done to improve the situation.

One of these is recognising the need for greater diversity in the workplace. As a priority, we need to make highways and transportation an attractive career option for people from a diverse range of backgrounds enabling employers to recruit from the widest talent pool, rather than casting their nets only on traditional waters.

There is also a need to create an inclusive culture within companies and across the industry so that all those who join us, whatever their background, feel welcome and encouraged to stay.

The business case for diversity and inclusion (D and I) has been highlighted a number of times in the media recently, however implementing the changes necessary to take advantage of these business benefits does not appear to be a priority for some employers. Only if everyone is actively encouraged to be sure where to start and this is where CHT’s with it D and I employer toolkit comes in.

The Royal Academy of Engineering awarded a grant to CHT to conduct research on the cost and guidance for employers. CHT’s research found that the skills shortage is the main motivator for employers to take action on D and I issues. A number of employers have already started to think about how to do this and examples of good practices are provided in the toolkit. However, to make a real and sustained difference, CHT believes there needs to be a step change in the way that the industry engages with issues around D and I and as part of a long term skills strategy. To achieve this, employers will need to be strong leadership, culture change and sustained commitment in how the industry recruits, retains and develops its workforce.
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The case for nuclear safety

With a 20-year gap since the last active new build in nuclear power in the UK, the knowledge, innovation and investment in civil nuclear reactor design is now led from countries such as France, the US, Canada, Japan and the fast-emerging Chinese market. Investing in the UK nuclear market presents challenges to overseas companies, not least the need to comply with our well-established safety standards. Although detailed guidance exists on UK expectations, much ‘custom and practice’ has been developed which is often difficult for new investors and developers from outside the UK to understand and apply.

This situation presents a challenge. On the one hand, in view of the changing global landscape, is it right for the UK to stick to its current approach to nuclear safety regulation which was developed when our nuclear industry had a very different structure? Some argue that these standards are holding back much needed investment in new nuclear power. However, on the other hand, our ‘gold standard’ and high level safety principles are respected and offer the UK our ‘gold standard’ and high level safety standards. Although detailed guidance presents challenges to overseas companies, not least the need to comply with our well-established safety standards.

In this new global market, arguably we need to offer the clarity to international developers on how to become compliant and how to work in a UK context. Enabling the transfer of new technology to invigorate a safe UK programme of nuclear new build allows the UK to gain experience of what best practice design looks like which will inspire our own contribution to the future of nuclear new build.

The starting point must be a starting point must be a means to rediscover the skills to develop our ‘gold standard’ and offer the UK our ‘gold standard’ and high level safety principles are respected and offer the UK 'gold standard' and high level safety standards. Although detailed guidance presents challenges to overseas companies, not least the need to comply with our well-established safety standards.

Looking for the future – with a strategic integrated approach

This summer saw a victory of sorts for UK infrastructure decision-making. Whatever your views on airport expansion in the South East, the fact that the Airports Commission was able to independently weigh up the evidence and offer such a decisive final report was a ray of light in an often opaque world of infrastructure decision-making. And yet, it underlines something we all know – the UK is not good at taking an evidence-based approach to long-term infrastructure decision-making, and all too often, we wait until crunch times. The most obvious impact of this is that we end up planning individual projects in isolation, which results in a domino effect of lost opportunities.

We miss the chance to make complementary investments. Cost-benefit analyses fail to capture the transformative effects of infrastructure. Political and public support waves, reducing investor confidence and resulting in fewer choices and when on when they stop.
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We miss the chance to make complementary investments. Cost-benefit analyses fail to capture the transformative effects of infrastructure. Political and public support waves, reducing investor confidence and resulting in fewer choices and when on when they stop.

They say that if you ask three economists a question, you’ll get five different answers. But if there’s one thing they agree on, it’s that taking the right choices about infrastructure is one of the most powerful ways a country can secure its economic future. In fact, one of the most important questions we face as a country is how best to use our railways to help our great cities in the midlands and the north complement London and the south east by becoming powerful engines of national growth.

The network is serving more passengers than ever at lower cost – but there’s no doubt about the challenges that lie ahead. Firstly, Britain’s dynamic economy is powered by city regions that need to connect more people to more places, more directly, than the railway was originally designed to do. Put simply, their success requires scope for more train paths that cut end-to-end journey times through better connections.

Secondly, our busy railway will have to serve an additional 1bn journeys a year by 2030. So we need to act now to prevent passengers facing longer waits for trains that are more crowded, with fewer choices and where on when they stop.

Thirdly, we need to close keeping the gap between the convenient, personalised experience the public can take for granted in their homes and their lives and what they often encounter when they use the railway. However, given our reliance on foreign investment and ownership, international developers find it challenging to navigate the complex requirements, our standards are absolutely appropriate, and we should not adopt some ‘give and take’ to hasten through this much needed foreign-investment.

In this new global market, arguably we need to offer the clarity to international developers on how to become compliant and how to work in a UK context. Enabling the transfer of new technology to invigorate a safe UK programme of nuclear new build allows the UK to gain experience of what best practice design looks like which will inspire our own contribution to the future of nuclear new build.

The starting point must be a starting point must be a means to rediscover the skills to develop our ‘gold standard’ and offer the UK our ‘gold standard’ and high level safety principles are respected and offer the UK ‘gold standard’ and high level safety standards. Although detailed guidance presents challenges to overseas companies, not least the need to comply with our well-established safety standards.
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Infrastructure Intelligence Pulse survey

Great Expectations

Confidence is high but looming cuts and rising costs are challenging the industry our latest Pulse survey discovered

Confidence is high but looming cuts and rising costs are challenging the industry our latest Pulse survey discovered.

Infrastructure is clearly in a good place right now. The fact that nearly three quarters of respondents to the latest Infrastructure Intelligence Pulse survey said they are confident or very confident about future business prospects should give us all cause to celebrate. It is a confidence which stems from the continued upturn in the UK economy and the positive noises coming out of government around the need to keep investing in our infrastructure as a means to boost productivity.

Yet while the survey certainly paints a positive picture, it also makes clear that businesses across the infrastructure sector – big and small – recognise that the next five years of Tory government will be tough. That productivity is at the heart of the government’s economic agenda. If we are to deliver the ambition to double productivity by 2024, then we need to keep the train on track.

As the survey points out, the next few years look like being very exciting and challenging. Infrastructure growth is set to be hugely challenging. The message from business leaders is clear – boosting productivity is now key. The impact the ability of businesses to rise to the challenge will have on productivity and the nation’s future wellbeing is too often still just a race to the bottom.

One solution, it seems, will require more focus on delivering greater whole life value from assets rather than just lower project delivery costs. Only then will we see greater, more sustainable returns down the supply chain.

Business confidence

The latest survey of 164 business leaders finds 95% of respondents are confident about the sector post election and a further 10% are very confident. Only 7% said they were worried.

“Post election the Government has reassured us that it will continue to invest in our infrastructure under the new Government. Whilst there is strong commitment to investing in Infrastructure, government bodies are being asked to review significant cuts between 35-40%,” said the CEO of an engineering company. The impact of this has yet to manifest itself in the future workload pipeline, said respondents noting that when it did the position for the industry will become clearer.

Earmark spending

As the cost cutting challenge rolls out firms will need to be more innovative and find new ways to do things. However, innovation is suffering due to low fees, which have not recovered to the peaks prior to the global credit crisis. Only 24% of the 164 business leaders that participated in the survey have experienced fee recovery to pre-recession levels and 48% said they remained lower. Over 5% said that consultants needed to charge more.

“We need to increase profit margins to properly invest in growing UK businesses and paying higher salaries to attract and retain talent,” said the CEO of a consultancy. “We are an underpaid profession and there is now a talent shortage so we need to charge more to pay for certain skills within the sector,” said another consulting CEO.

Respondents noted that fees had risen in the private sector but said that for public sector clients there was renewed pressure. “We have had to reduce fees by 6% this year due to pressure from a public sector client,” said the CEO. Others pointed to competition from growing firms.

Large acquisitions and organisational changes are seeking turnover keeping fees low,” said one director. “The problem is suicide bidding to buy a position, especially from the very largest multi-disciplinary; it has a very bad effect on more specialist tier 1 companies,” said another consultancy director.

Firms said their low fees meant no time to innovate with thinking time being a luxury that clients don’t want. One director said that for every new idea that brings innovation there are several more that do not. This makes it easy for innovation to be seen as not productive they said. “Innovation requires time and time is money,” commented a consultancy who said they were doing sell out deals. Low fees equal the poor quality of service too often provided and has resulted in overseas constructors being more innovative than UK operations,” said a business director.

“We need to increase profit margins to properly invest in growing our businesses and paying higher salaries to attract and retain talent,”

Career progression

Being productive means keeping staff churn low. Pulse respondents demonstrated a high level of loyalty to their employers with 64% staying more than 5 years with their companies and only 36% moving more frequently than this. This is in contrast to the Retention Gap report of July 2015 which found that 73% of staff serve less than 5 years with an employer.

Among the most commonly cited reasons for employer loyalty were the opportunities provided for career progression as well as a high level of job satisfaction. Working for supportive managers and good colleagues were also important to respondents along with a variety of work and good training and development. Flexibility and achieving a good work life balance were important too, ranking above pay or benefits.

Researchers pointed to schemes such as HS2, smart motorways, the Thames Tideway and Hinkley Point C nuclear power plant as examples of major infrastructure schemes that were moving ahead, but they expressed concern over potential spending cuts, cancelled rail plans and uncertainty over energy projects, particularly renewables.

“I have strong concerns about the new government position on infrastructure,” said a consultant. “This creates considerable uncertainty for the industry with implications for UK energy provision. This is the opposite of what is needed to maintain energy security and transition to a low carbon economy; the industry (and UK) needs policy stability and certainty for energy investment,” said one consultant.

The survey also revealed that 61% of senior infrastructure professionals have had a pay rise this year. For 53% of respondents this was 1-3%, but a further 33% reported a rise of 4-7%. For 15% it was higher than 7% and 4% reported pay rises through other mechanisms such as bonuses or shares.

Employers were also found to have a high level of adoption of policies to encourage diversity and inclusion with 88% of companies reporting such measures were in place. “This is critically important if we are to tackle the skills gap in any meaningful way,” said a consultancy CEO. “EDI diversity and inclusion initiatives are no longer just nice to have. Clients are demanding that compliance is clearly evidenced in our bid documents,” said another consulting CEO.

Discrimination had been experienced by 18% of respondents. “As a female engineer I have experienced discrimination both conscious and unconscious, macho working practices, aggressive behaviours and ruthless promotion by males,” said a director level respondent. “Being a woman I was put in situations which were not equitable, were unpleasant and where I was forced to make a choice between my job (when the hard times come) and my 3 yr old son.”

Of the 18% that had suffered discrimination 52% were female. “I was particularly discriminated against when returning to work full time from maternity leave. I was refused a bid for further education on the basis that I have a young family and I have also been overlooked for more important or exciting pieces of work in favour of older male colleagues.”

Will allocating Vehicle Excise Duty to roads by 2020 improve the country’s road network?

12%
39%
49%
No

Will a third runway be built at Heathrow?

4%
11%
48%
7-10%
More

Actual or expected pay rise

Have you had a pay rise this year?

No

Have you experienced discrimination?

Don’t know

Yes

No
“Increasing productivity is top of our agenda,” said the director of a consultancy. Others agreed that more needs to be done. “We are unable to drive our overhead down - but we are still operating processes which date back to the way we did things years and years ago,” said the director of a contractor. “We await the digitisation of the majority of our processes - the computing power of the cloud will change the industry in the coming years, we are just slow adopters.”

Policy changes
From a policy perspective respondents pointed to Government announcements on rail, energy, devolution, and roads as being significant to their businesses this year. In the first budget following the general election chancellor George Osborne announced that vehicle excise duty (VED) would be channelled into road spending by 2020. Such a move was considered by 49% of senior professionals to be one that would lead to improvements in the road network. “It creates a consistent stream of revenue allowing better programming of investment in roads,” said the CEO of a trade organisation.

A further 39% said that they did not know if it would improve the road network pointing to a lack of detail about how the money would be allocated. Just 12% said that it would not improve the network fearing that central Government funding would be cut by the same amount or more.

But other sectors such as rail and energy were mentioned more frequently by firms. “Most critical has been the pause in the Network Rail spend, resulting from an underspend in the first 6 months and the escalating price they are paying for electrification and signalling,” said the director of a contractor.

Government has also announced cuts to renewable energy incentives, affecting biomass, small scale solar energy and onshore wind energy.

“Are low fees preventing or inspiring innovation?”

- Preparing: 12%
- Don’t know: 24%
- Inspiring: 64%

“Have consultancy fees returned to pre-recession levels?”

- No: 28%
- Don’t know: 48%
- Yes: 24%

“Is your firm having to invest more in business development to win contracts?”

- Yes: 61%
- No: 39%

“Is low productivity affecting your company?”

- No: 100%
- Yes: 0%

Is your firm prepared for growth?

The number of consulting engineering companies grew by 12.3% over the last year*. The market is changing – and there are strong growth opportunities for firms with the right focus.

Do you have the right focus?

Find out more in “The Snapshot of the UK Consulting Engineering Industry 2015”
deltek.co.uk/snapshot

Pulse participants gender

- Male: 15%
- Female: 85%

Pulse participant employers

- Consultant: 60%
- Client: 26%
- Contractor: 10%
- Supplier: 4%
When the new 302km French high-speed link between Tours and Bordeaux opens in 2017, it will be among the most ambitious of its kind in Europe, extending the existing rail network along the corridor, explains de Pommerol, "the critical thing is that the consortium has a robust internal no claims agreement which means that finishing late was never an option."

"We have no other issues other than finishing on time so we are able to organise ourselves in the right way according to capacity," he adds. The new 302km/hr line will reduce the journey time between Paris and Bordeaux by approximately one hour by providing a new dedicated high speed track to bypass the cities of Chartres, Le Mans, Poitiers and Angoulême. Not only a cost-effective solution in terms of driving towards a positive outcome is the fact that the consortium has a long track record of rebalanced revenues, "We have a contract and will suffer penalties for missing reliability targets,” he says. “So there is a strong incentive for us to provide a great line with no failures.”

Construction joint venture COSEA has financial incentives for early delivery.
Eyes wide open

Thirty two students and apprentices have just enjoyed student week at Tony Gee and Partners which involved an 850 mile tour of Britain to experience all that civil engineering has to offer. Jackie Whitelaw reports.

An assault on the senses is how Tony Gee and Partners HR manager Gareth Drought describes the experience of witnessing steel making at Tata Steel in Scunthorpe. Drought was taking a second, third and fourth year sponsored students and apprentices on a learning trip of a lifetime as part of their summer placement education with the company. And the memory of the bright bursts of energy, heat and taste of the process that creates the material many of them have been designing with will stay with them for a long time.

Scunthorpe and Tata Steel was the third stop on a journey that started for the group at the consultant’s head office in Esher; Surrey. Tony Gee and Partners has a long history of sponsoring students and is building its crop of apprentices. But the firm likes to introduce them to the realities of the civil engineering world to help them make sure they are making the right career choices.

“We want our students and apprentices to fully understand what they are designing when they are working with us in the office. And to understand the type of work we do,” Drought explains. “Our experience has been that we get students who stay with us and charter for the group at the consultant’s head office in Esher; Surrey. Tony Gee and Partners as a company which made me proud to be a part of it all - Craig, Bridgewater College.

“Being on site allows you to experience the constraints and challenges that contractors face. I’ve found it really useful to exchange experiences and tips and have also had some really interesting discussions with other students.” Jess, Loughborough.

“The diversity of destinations visited over the week - test facilities, fabricators and construction sites – enriches the industrial experience which a student receives as part of their placement at Tony Gee and Partners.” Jo, Surrey.

Tony Gee has a big workload in road and rail but it is also highly sought after for it’s marine designs. So first thing after the Esher induction to the business was to pile everyone into two mini buses, one driven by Drought, the other by the firm’s executive managing director Graham Nicholson, and set off for HR Wallingford, there to understand the mysteries of the marine world. Care and close attention to student development has been fundamental to the Tony Gee business and the student weeks have been running for around 15 years. Nicholson is passionate about investment in students and a week of his time with his proteges is worth a lot to them and to the company.

“We get to know them, they get to know each other and we end up with people who are engaged with us as a company and who understand our business,” Drought explains. “Our experience has been that we get graduates who stay with us and charter with us.”

HR Wallingford introduced the group to its coastal models, wave machines and flumes, and, great fun this, the ship simulator. Next, after a night’s sleep in Esher, off they all went to Laing O’Rourke’s of site construction. Explore facility in Workhop, Cce “eyes wide open” for the students as Drought describes it, as they witnessed the future of the industry they are joining first hand, and saw how automated prefabrication in factory conditions works and is revolutionising construction.

Then it was off to Scunthorpe and another pitstop at The Travel Lodge before experiencing the primeval process that is the creation of steel. If their senses were on fire then, it was the emotions that were affected next.

The group journeyed to Wales to the Project Riverside scheme near Cardiff where Tony Gee is engineer for a road and bridge scheme. Some of the students were working on the job in the office so it was good for them to see it live. But the scheme is also close to the site of the 1966 Aberfan disaster where a colliery spoil tip fell on to a school and killed 116 primary school children.

“I brought home to everyone why they wanted to be engineers – to stop that sort of thing happening,” Drought says. “It was very moving. Everyone got back to Esher and another night’s sleep emotionally and physically wrung out. The last day was London and trips to two extraordinary sites – Crossrail and London Bridge. “Crossrail showed us round the Durward Street and Cambridge Heath shafts which we were involved with and a lucky few got to go down inside – chosen on the basis of first to put your hand up, was it your birthday, and had you worked on it.”

Then everyone walked in full PPE – as supplied to everyone by Tony Gee at the start of the trip – for a 40 minute walk in full capital heat to London Bridge where they were shown round the whole development.

It was quite a week, for the students and the bosses. “We all got to know each other very well – those buses can only go at 60mph,” Drought says. “The enthusiasm from the students from the week has been extraordinary, he says. “They are all properly fired up about how wonderful engineering is and how exciting their career can be.”

“Meeting fellow students who were in similar situations to me and hearing what positive experiences they have had whilst at the company was a great confidence boost for me.” Banan, Surrey.

“The diversity of destinations visited over the week - test facilities, fabricators and construction sites – enriches the industrial experience which a student receives as part of their placement at Tony Gee and Partners.” Jo, Surrey.

What did the students think?

“In the office when designing structural elements to support specific loads we don’t often think about the origins or behaviour of the specific element, we just carry out the written procedure. But it’s essential to understand its behaviour and why it behaves this way. Visiting Tata Steel was great for this as we could see and appreciate the huge process associated with the creation of each steel section, and the properties associated with the material once completed.” Louiza, Surrey University.

“As an Apprentice, I found student week a brilliant experience overall. I have certainly benefited masses from visiting site as it helps to grasp some of the real engineering concepts that take place and actually see them as they happen. It was also fascinating to see how sites operate.” Craig, South Thames College.

“Meeting fellow students who were in similar situations to me and hearing what positive experiences they have had whilst at the company was a great confidence boost for me.” Banan, Surrey.

From my own perspective it was an eye-opener into just how large the scope of work that not only civil engineers are involved in but Tony Gee and Partners as a company which made me proud to be a part of it all - Craig, Bridgewater College.
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Development of airport infrastructure that can support growth, accommodate technology change and meet tight environmental criteria is vital if the industry is going to meet soaring demand forecasts. By Bernadette Ballantyne.

“Airports have a lot of information that they are not currently using. The more sophisticated are looking at that to improve asset management, enhance energy efficiency and reduce operational expenditure.”

Justin Jones

For decades the global aviation industry has enjoyed sustained growth, with economic development, globalisation and liberalisation fuelling a demand for greater capacity and connectivity. New technologies, far from replacing the need to travel, encourage greater international connectivity between people and business – providing new reasons to travel. “Aviation is a sector that has continued to grow for at least the past 40 years, and all forecasts indicate that it will continue to expand at a healthy rate across all regions for the foreseeable future,” says Graham Bolton, aviation director at Atkins.

In fact the International Air Transport Association (IATA) predicts that demand will more than double by 2034, resulting in some 7.3 billion global air passenger journeys made every year, compared to 3.3 billion today. “History shows good correlation between growth in aviation and GDP, so as people and economies become more successful, aviation expands,” says Bolton. Through enabling the effective movement of goods and people, aviation itself is seen as a significant enabler of growth, with the US Federal Aviation Authority in 2014 identifying that aviation contributed 5-4 per cent to US GDP. Although events such as the outbreak of SARS and the terrorist events of 9/11 have interrupted growth, the industry has always rebounded. “We see occasional blips from political or environmental events, but what is really interesting is that every time there has been a blip passenger numbers have recovered quickly,” says Bolton.

Developing infrastructure in response to this increasing demand involves a complex balancing act between the needs of airlines, airport owners, passengers and local communities. Changes in airframe and engine technology, which significantly reduce noise and fuel burn, help to reduce the impact of aviation, but need to be accompanied by improvements in surface access, operational efficiency and environmental performance of facilities.

With differences in local context and user needs between individual airports, there is rarely an off-the-shelf solution to infrastructure provision. “There are different solutions that reflect the mix of passengers, airlines and travel patterns,” says Bolton, pointing to the difference between Atlanta, where Atkins undertook design and construction management for a fifth runway, and London Heathrow. “Atlanta has high levels of domestic traffic, whereas the majority of traffic at Heathrow is international. Both are hub airports but they have very different operations,” he says.

Expansion of Heathrow Airport is currently being considered by the UK Government following the publication of a long awaited review of UK airport capacity on 1st July. The UK Airports Commission concluded that that there was a strong economic argument for expansion of airports capacity in the South East, and unanimously recommended the development of a new runway at Heathrow. However it said that this would need to be combined with a significant package of measures to address its environmental and community impacts covering noise issues, air quality and community engagement. This is something that Hong Kong International Airport is very familiar with. The airport, which handled over 63 million passengers in 2014, had an environmental permit granted for construction of a third runway and terminal facilities in November 2014. Atkins is now designing the land formation for the new runway with associated facilities consisting of about 650 hectares of new land in the sea to the north of the existing airport platform. This means balancing the urgent need for new infrastructure with the environmental issues that marine work inevitably creates. “The addition of a third runway was proposed in the 2006 master plan, published in 2013, and the Airport Authority then had to begin the statutory consultative processes,” explains Damian Creally, Atkins’ project director. “The Airport Authority had to do an extensive Environmental Impact Assessment.

Clockwise from top: Atlanta is a domestic hub airport in the US; Hong Kong International Airport in 2014; a third runway will be added to HK International to cope with demand...
IATA indicating that passenger traffic for Asian markets, with data from the existing facility.

In 2012 contribution of HK$94 billion at local GDP every year, almost twice the HK$184 billion (in 2012 dollars) to airport is expected to contribute traffic projections, the expanded with a third runway. Based on these passengers, which could only be met ten. By 2030 the Airport Authority expects to see demand for 100 million

The Asia Pacific region is a vital step for Hong Kong, in 1998. In the first year 28.6 million passengers used the airport, but by 2014 it had risen to 63.3 million, placing it firmly in the world’s top ten. By 2030 the Airport Authority expects to see demand for 100 million passengers, which could only be met with a third runway. Based on these traffic projections, the expanded airport is expected to contribute HK$4.84 billion (in 2012 dollars) to local GDP every year, almost twice the 2012 contribution of HK$94 billion at the existing facility.

Construction of the three-runway system is a vital step for Hong Kong, which has seen passenger demand rise by over 120 per cent since it opened in 1998. In the first year 28.6 million passengers used the airport, but by 2014 it had risen to 63.3 million, placing it firmly in the world’s top ten. By 2030 the Airport Authority expects to see demand for 100 million passengers, which could only be met with a third runway. Based on these traffic projections, the expanded airport is expected to contribute HK$4.84 billion in 2012 dollars to local GDP every year, almost twice the 2012 contribution of HK$94 billion at the existing facility.

Such traffic growth is not unusual in China alone will grow at 5.5% per cent per annum, a rate likely to be at least matched by other developing economies. Even in more mature markets, the impact of growth will be significant, with annual traffic in the US expected to have increased by over 500 million passengers by 2014. In anticipation of this major growth, airports across the country are reviewing their facilities and discussions are ongoing at government level regarding the funding of expansion projects. One of the methods under consideration is the removal of a cap on passenger facility charges, currently a maximum of $4.50 per passenger.

However, some airports are moving ahead with their investment plans. In the south of the country Atkins is designing a new 30 gate international terminal at the Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport. "We assessed the existing facilities, looked at anticipated usage and needs of the airlines, and in coordination with the airport and other consulting teams we established the business case for a solution that would best suit the airport’s development," explains Justin Jones, senior vice president of Atkins' aviation business in North America. "We determined that a new terminal would be far better from an operational and capital cost expenditure basis than upgrading existing facilities - and having done the planning and the site selection we are now designing the new terminal," he continues. Construction of the project is due for completion in 2018.

As well as expansion schemes, airports in the US are also looking to improve return on investment and performance of their facilities. Airports have a lot of information that they are not currently using, so the more sophisticated airports are looking at that to improve asset management, enhance energy efficiency and reduce operational expenditure," says Jones, explaining that Atkins’ experience on airports all over the world means that the firm can share international best practice in these areas with its clients. At the same time demand for new services like this is seeing the firm grow and diversify its work in the sector.

Sharing best practice also means embracing new technologies and ensuring that new facilities are future-proofed. "Technology changes the way we use the infrastructure, but it changes at a pace and in ways that we can’t always exactly predict," says Bolton, pointing to the use of smartphones for online check in, radio frequency identification tags for baggage and apps such as Uber that are changing the way that passengers are travelling to airports. "The important thing is that infrastructure has to have the flexibility to accommodate technology, process and regulatory change – without increasing up-front investment. We may not have the land formation; this is seeing the firm grow and diversify its work in the sector.

Innovation, it’s always on our mind. We’re in design offices in the field, everywhere at Murphy puts their thinking Process, Energy, Transportation, Water, Wastewater sectors and more; we’re finding new ways to improve safety, time to market, and ensuring that new technologies and innovations is part of our product. It’s what’s kept us one step ahead for 60 years.

www.murphyinnovation.com
Let’s just do it!

Government has moved from a phase of consultation in the last administration on how to make the infrastructure industry more efficient, to expecting the sector to deliver on its promises, explained head of infrastructure industry more efficient, to expecting in the last administration on how to make the

David Hancock is head of construction at the Cabinet Office

How important is this in the area of leadership programmes for Government’s development as a client?

DH Very. We are trying to upskill people not just to understand the contract, but to contract to understand the contract and to understand that is about managing people not process. We understand that change is driven by the client. And what we have to become – and I don’t like using the words intelligent client – is a client that understands what it is buying, why it is buying and what outcomes it is hoping to get from the investment.

Why has the role of chief construction adviser abandoned and the Construction Leadership Council (CLC) trimmed from 30 to 10?

DH This Government is all about more focus. We have spent five years doing the exploratory phase, now it is time to start delivering.

We needed a Chief Construction Adviser in the past for instance as we didn’t have the capability in government. But as we upskill we will have that capability. And we do have Infratech UK and the Infrastructure Client Group (ICG) to help us too.

The Government Construction Board is what government clients set. The idea is we try to sort the issues out ourselves and get the task groups in the CLC and ICG to support us.

My team in the Cabinet Office is still running the trials for new models of procurement – open book, cost led procurement and integrated project insurance, alongside early contractor involvement and the push for collaboration.

I am one for doing a few things well rather than a scattergun approach. Peter Hansford (Chief Construction Adviser) and I have always worked closely. Now he is leaving I have got to get out to industry and be more visible.

Government wants 33% of its work to be done through SMEs. Is that one issue that Government clients will be focused on?

DH One of the things we are looking at as we become an informed client is when we do need to involve a big company and when not. We want to choose to work with companies of the right scale; it shouldn’t always be the same. But we do not see that as a threat. By being an informed client it will enable us to ask the right questions such as when do we involve the supply chain early and which parts of it.

Should the Government’s recent productivity report be seen as a major new call to arms?

DH The report (produced at the same time as the Spring Budget) might have been a new report but in terms of the issue of productivity, that is something that we keep harping back to. There is a lot of waste in the industry; it clearly could be more efficient. When we benchmark ourselves with Europe, we find we are not quite as good. But now we have a chance, because of the long pipeline of work, to do something about it. When all the budgets were annual you could only worry about it the day to day things. But if we have a five year plan you can start to plan for improvement. We do have productivity issues but if we can get better at this our industry has a very rosy future.

What can Government as a client learn from what is going on at Network Rail where a couple of jobs have been paused because they can’t be funded from the current five year allocation?

DH It’s interesting. Network Rail was asked to try to understand five years ago what it wanted in five year’s time. That’s a very difficult thing to do and things will change. We do have a five year plan you can start to plan for improvement.

What is the key benefit of BIM for clients?

DH It’s understanding the supply chain right down to manufacturing, particularly what it costs to bespoke manufacturing. BIM will help us. It will really help educate clients so they understand every time they ask for something, they can quantify the on-costs and whether there is a better solution to fit the demands without having to go to bespoke.

What is the key benefit of BIM 2 on Government projects from 2016 forcing change on the industry to good effect?

DH Yes, I believe so. BIM 2 is a massive change and there is a lot of work to do to embed BIM level a throughout the industry which will take years. But we see it as forcing a new way of working. Along with early contractor involvement it is obliging collaboration; that leads you to standard products and offsite manufacture. Long term industry structural change has to follow.

Is the mandatory requirement for use of BIM 2 on Government contracts from 2016 forcing change on the industry to good effect?

DH Yes, I believe so. BIM 2 is a massive change and there is a lot of work to do to embed BIM level a throughout the industry which will take years. But we see it as forcing a new way of working. Along with early contractor involvement it is obliging collaboration; that leads you to standard products and offsite manufacture. Long term industry structural change has to follow.

All were encouraged to know that Government was continuing on the path to deliver £100bn of infrastructure investment and that Government itself was going through a process of improvement as a client. And they were interested to understand that Government had moved from a process of consultation with industry to what was described as a dialogue where government says what it wants and expects industry to respond.

“Are we already seeing overheating and capacity is fully absorbed.”

David Hancock’s clarification of the developing new relationship Government has with the infrastructure industry was welcomed by participants at the round table event. All were encouraged to know that Government was continuing on the path to deliver £100bn of infrastructure investment and that Government itself was going through a process of improvement as a client. And they were interested to understand that Government had moved from a process of consultation with industry to what was described as a dialogue where government says what it wants and expects industry to respond.

“We are already seeing overheating and capacity is fully absorbed.”

Representing the views of the consultancy around the table, Mott MacDonald director Ian Galbraith said: We are probably apolitical at Mott MacDonald but we have seen that there is clarity in terms of investment and that we have five years of stable government.
**Risk Management**

“However, we are also aware of problems hanging over the construction industry from the recent recession. Consequently some companies might be more vulnerable than others and this might cause problems with, in particular the push for increased collaboration to increase efficiency.”

It was a point picked up by Burro Happold regional and divisional managing director Neil Squibbs who was keen to see how the push for efficiency would play out in a market that is growing rapidly. “We are already seeing overheating and capacity is fully absorbed,” he said. “We are seeing contractors wanting to be paid to tender in fact. People are licking their lips at the thought of a long pipeline of work, but how much work is too much work? And when does a boom become a potential bust?”

Main contractors are seeking to protect themselves from future problems and recover old losses by imposing onerous terms on their supply chains, including consultants, said BLM partner Guy Lane. “There is concern about the onerous terms being imposed on suppliers in that these terms go beyond the reasonable skill and care obligations of consultants. There have been a number of judgments already where the court has been trying to disentangle those.”

So are main contractors really signed up to the idea of collaboration and change?

“Yes there is change but it is reluctant change and there is inertia,” said Tony Gee & Partners director Richard Prosser. “There is a little bit of filtering from the client through the contractor to us. But what you see is contractors trying to pass down strict obligations even though they are not appropriate for consultants. Contractors see that as us being collaborative with them, but it takes us beyond what we are obliged to perform in law and can reasonably get insurance for in law.”

RSA construction director Nick Newlove said that evidence from the water industry was that contractors are committed to fair collaboration.

“We have recently gone through the insurance cycle for AMP 6 and whilst there are new alliances and joint ventures it is interesting to see how many arrangements have perpetuated from AMP 5 and even before that. There is real recognition from contractors that how they collaborate affects their success at developing sustainable relationships with government and private sector clients that fund opportunities over the long term.”

Director of architect AHR Michael Walters had some sympathy for why contractors could be acting as they are at the moment. “There is still a cautionary feel among business at every level,” he said. “When you come to contractors they are picking and choosing jobs now. They have got to sort out their bottom line and put money back in the bank and that means prices going up and them picking and dictating terms. More granularity on what is coming up in the spending pipeline and when would help.”

News that Government was intent on improving its performance as a client was welcomed by Royal HaskoningDHV director Steven Trewhella. But he made a plea for the training to include an understanding of the difference between buying a design and procuring services.

“The whole risk of delivering a service tends to be pushed down to the supply chain which means transaction costs go up because of the risk embedded in it.”

For Ramboll director Peter Curran the issue was not the willingness to embrace new procurement models like Integrated Project Insurance or to collaborate more but whether processes in place would allow such change.

“The industry is definitely moving to more collaborative behaviour and clients and contractors are engaging more with the whole supply chain but are the systems and processes in place to support this? It is clients that drive the systems and the capability of client organisations has decreased through successive Governments. This trend needs to be reversed.”

Griffiths & Armour partner Paul Berg agreed with Curran on the point about processes. “People do want to work together but typical contracts mean that as soon as there is a hint of a problem, defensive behaviour is hard to change because the lawyers acting on behalf of insurers say to all the parties ‘consider your contractual position’ and everyone revert to being adversarial. There is a huge cost embedded in that, not just in the claim itself but the cost of resolving the project problems. Behaviour and approach are all driven by the contract which is why the Integrated Project Insurance procurement model which covers the whole project with no blame for any party involved is being promoted. Only by removing adversarial confrontation will you unlock the potential of true collaboration.”

Curran is absolutely right, there needs to be structural change to achieve the behaviour change that will drive collaboration,” said Griffiths & Armour partner Carl Evans. “The narrative of collaboration has been with us for years but we are constantly defied by the practicalities – the law and the insurance. The collaboration aspiration encouraged by the mandatory use of BIM from next year will be frustrated unless there is structural change which requires a complementary contracting, risk and insurance strategy.”

**Collaboration: Is your Professional Indemnity Insurance future proof?**

Design is constantly evolving and so is the way it is developed via BIM.

We are increasingly told that improved integration and collaboration, aligning the interests of clients, contractors, consultants and specialists, is the future.

Will your Professional Indemnity Insurance support and respond to the risks flowing from the contracts offered on BIM developed projects? The Griffiths & Armour specification for ACE Members responds to those needs.

To find out how our coordinated insurance solutions can provide the reassuring support necessary to underpin your innovation and growth, please contact Paul Berg for more information:

Paul Berg
Partner, Griffiths & Armour
pberg@griffithsandarmour.com
+44 (0) 151 600 2202

Griffiths & Armour is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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The Garrick House Network (GHN) is a free and unique networking and knowledge sharing tool for in-house legal advisers working within construction firms. Set up by lawyer Beale & Company (Beales), which specialises in advising the construction industry, GHN provides its members with know-how and resources via online discussion platforms, networking events and regular legal insight provided by Beales.

Helping to solve issues of common concern
This online community was started more than five years ago when Michael Archer, Partner at Beales, saw a need for an online community for construction professionals. “We wanted to create a unique network that would enable dialogue amongst in-house legal advisers in the construction industry.

Now with a membership of over 200 which continues to grow, it has proven itself to be a valuable tool to the construction community,” says Archer.

Members of the network range from qualified lawyers through to those who have no formal legal training but have a responsibility for handling legal issues internally. All, however, are experiencing issues of common concern which the GHN network can help with.

Bringing people together
GHN holds two events per year plus a number of webinars which are open to all members and their colleagues to introduce them to the network. Events focus on current legal topics covered by lawyers at Beales but also include an external viewpoint too. For example, the last event held by the network was on the CDM Regulations 2015 with a guest speaker from the HSE who is head of the CDM Unit for the Construction Sector.

All events are followed by a networking reception giving members the perfect social and work-oriented forum for questions and experiences to be shared with peers.

Legal updates, news and discussions are also published on the site within knowledge centres which reflect different services – for example, Contracts, Disputes, Health & Safety. Members can download these, comment on them and print them to share with colleagues.

Join the Garrick House Network today – www.garrickhouse.com

How can Garrick House help you?
Full benefits of GHN membership include:
- Networking events with peers and experts;
- Training and development opportunities / CPD hours;
- Forum to exchange ideas and know how and raise questions;
- Online networking site to allow comment on legal issues of concern;
- Legal updates and briefings – access to an online library of technical resources provided by legal experts Beale & Company and other members;
- Opportunity to gain support from other members who are in similar roles;
- Discussion forums where you can initiate and participate in open discussions.

How do I join?
Becoming a member of the Garrick House Network is free and easy. Go to www.garrickhouse.com and register your details or alternatively email admin@garrickhouse.com. We look forward to welcoming you to the Garrick House Network!
Thinking smart

Lady Barbara Judge is chair of the Institute of Directors and a member of the ACE’s advisory board. Antony Oliver spoke to her about talent and the need to employ more women in engineering, the SME role in infrastructure investment and the challenge for new nuclear.

T he first question when looking at Lady Barbara Judge’s resume, is how could possibly have led her to become involved with the Association for Consultancy and Engineering. As a top commercial lawyer from New York, former US Securities and Exchange Commission commissioner and the youngest ever chairman of the Pension Protection Fund and first woman to lead the UK Institute of Directors, engineering would seem far from her focus. However, it is fair to say that as a member of the ACE advisory board she has, in fact, fiercely enthusiastic about engineering, the value of infrastructure investment and the role of businesses in the sector.

And she is clear about the needs of the future. Asked how engineering and consultancy businesses can remain successful in a competitive and changing future, Judge is forthright: “My advice is to hire women. What is really going to drive businesses is brain power – there is no substitute for it. I appointments as a non-executive director of UK Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA). In 2004 she became chair and held the position for two terms until 2010 after UKAEA sold its decommissioning business to Babcock International Group in 2009. Today she remains a consultant to a number of countries and companies on nuclear new build and decommissioning. And perhaps through her role at IDO championing a vast number of small businesses, she is also passionate about the engineering skills that exist down the supply chain. “Since I have been in the nuclear industry I have met many construction firms – tier 1, tier 2 and tier 3 suppliers - and I have been on many government missions. For somebody that doesn’t have an engineering degree I am very interested in the subject,” she explains. “Today I am still surrounded by engineers as they are building nuclear power plants all around the world.”

Right now her nuclear expertise is unmanned through on-going work with the Japanese nuclear industry where she is deputy chair of the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) Nuclear Reform Monitoring Committee, set up to oversee the decommissioning of the Fukushima nuclear power plant, damaged in the 2011 tsunami. She also chairs TEPCO’s Nuclear Safety Task Force, established in the wake of the disaster.

And as chair of the IOD, which like the ACE has a majority of member firms in the small to medium sized business (SME) range, Judge understands the way that investment in decent modern infrastructure enables businesses to operate efficiently. Without reliable and affordable energy supplies, high speed broadband and robust transport links the nation’s productivity will suffer.

Of course, her nuclear experience means that she has pretty strong and clear views on the UK’s track record of investing in and developing nuclear power; not least on the need to turn around the moribund nuclear new build that has dogged the UK since the last new reactor opened at Sizewell in 1992. “It started in 2002 when Judge was one of the people around government when we realised that we were importing more North Sea gas than we can consume. Since I have been in the nuclear industry there has been so much focus on decommissioning that we need to focus on new build and making sure that the benefits go to small businesses,” she says.

She highlights the Government’s Contract Finder service, which allows SMEs to search for information about contracts worth over £1 000, as an excellent tool to assist small firms to take advantage of the opportunities on offer. “A small company cannot perhaps deliver a £30M contract but they could deliver a £3M or £500 000 contract,” she says. “But they don’t always know about them. What small businesses need is more education on how to utilise the tools that they are being given by Government.”

“An increasing investment in training is, says, also vital and the recently announced programme to focus on apprenticeships should be a great way to help business to invest in young people and a great way for people to get progression.” However, whether the apprenticeship levy is the right way to drive action remains to be seen. Judge, for one, is concerned that it is being made to fit a vulnerable group highlighting that it appeared to be quite a complex mechanism. “In my view all Government needs to do is give companies the incentive through their tax breaks for every apprentice,” she says. “If small business can get a tax incentive for taking on an apprentice there is something worthwhile and I think that you would get their attention. Simple is always better.”

It started in 2002 when Judge was immersed in the nuclear industry after being appointed as a non-executive director of UK Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA). In 2004 she became chair and held the position for two terms until 2010 after UKAEA sold its decommissioning business to Babcock International Group in 2009. Today she remains a consultant to a number of countries and companies on nuclear new build and decommissioning. And perhaps through her role at IDO championing a vast number of small businesses, she is also passionate about the engineering skills that exist down the supply chain.

“Since I have been in the nuclear industry I have met many construction firms – tier 1, tier 2 and tier 3 suppliers - and I have been on many government missions. For somebody that doesn’t have an engineering degree I am very interested in the subject,” she explains. “Today I am still surrounded by engineers as they are building nuclear power plants all around the world.”

Right now her nuclear expertise is unmanned through on-going work with the Japanese nuclear industry where she is deputy chair of the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) Nuclear Reform Monitoring Committee, set up to oversee the decommissioning of the Fukushima nuclear power plant, damaged in the 2011 tsunami. She also chairs TEPCO’s Nuclear Safety Task Force, established in the wake of the disaster.

And as chair of the IOD, which like the ACE has a majority of member firms in the small to medium sized business (SME) range, Judge understands the way that investment in decent modern infrastructure enables businesses to operate efficiently. Without reliable and affordable energy supplies, high speed broadband and robust transport links the nation’s productivity will suffer.

Of course, her nuclear experience means that she has pretty strong and clear views on the UK’s track record of investing in and developing nuclear power; not least on the need to turn around the moribund nuclear new build that has dogged the UK since the last new reactor opened at Sizewell in 1992. “It started in 2002 when Judge was one of the people around government when we realised that we were importing more North Sea gas than we can consume. Since I have been in the nuclear industry there has been so much focus on decommissioning that we need to focus on new build and making sure that the benefits go to small businesses,” she says.

She highlights the Government’s Contract Finder service, which allows SMEs to search for information about contracts worth over £1 000, as an excellent tool to assist small firms to take advantage of the opportunities on offer. “A small company cannot perhaps deliver a £30M contract but they could deliver a £3M or £500 000 contract,” she says. “But they don’t always know about them. What small businesses need is more education on how to utilise the tools that they are being given by Government.”

“An increasing investment in training is, says, also vital and the recently announced programme to focus on apprenticeships should be a great way to help business to invest in young people and a great way for people to get progression.” However, whether the apprenticeship levy is the right way to drive action remains to be seen. Judge, for one, is concerned that it is being made to fit a vulnerable group highlighting that it appeared to be quite a complex mechanism. “In my view all Government needs to do is give companies the incentive through their tax breaks for every apprentice,” she says. “If small business can get a tax incentive for taking on an apprentice there is something worthwhile and I think that you would get their attention. Simple is always better.”
Mergers: still the way of the world

Nelson Ogunshakin has been at the FIDIC conference in Dubai and it has set him thinking about the shape of international business in the future.

We, as an industry, have reached a time when we must question if our current industry business model possesses the finesse and agility in order to respond, as well as succeed within global markets. Much as earthly pressures turn coal into a diamond the hope is always that domestic and international market pressures will force business models to become refined, and better able to cut through future political, economic, social, technological and environmental challenges to ensure continued sector growth and success.

Within these increasing challenges, adaptation and business model flexibility is key. If a business does not adapt to the changing circumstances under which it operates, that business will be crushed beneath market pressures.

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are one form of potential growth options open to major management; however, this is not the only means of generating sustainable growth and adaptation for the industry. I was speaking on the benefits of the ACE European Benchmarking programme and how this at the FIDIC conference in Dubai earlier in September and as I prepared for that it became apparent that in order to move forward the industry must understand the implications for globally minded business needs.

Evidence from 2015 activity levels confirms mergers and acquisitions will continue to occur in the consultancy and engineering sector, not just horizontally but also vertically within the sector, as well as across continents. Most of the M&As are being driven by the need to increase scope of service and footprint, whether creating a one point solution for multiple services, diversification or increasing the local reach of an international company. This stresses the need for industry to think global and act local, in order to ensure client needs are met around the world.

UK based consultancy and engineering companies are often sought after as M&A targets by major international players. This is because there is a growing domestic project pipeline, London is the leading centre for project finance deals, British expertise travels very well and it is able to deliver major projects. In addition, the UK is a stable economy that has business friendly regulations, strategic centres of excellence, respected skillsets, as well as renowned international engagement.

Essential to the success of any international consultancy and engineering company is the acceptance of cultural ownership conditions as well as the increased need for cultural understanding.

International mergers, acquisitions and collaborations often occur with those countries facing domestic pressures, with a need to export their expertise internationally. Japan is a classic example of this. In domestic recession for the last 20 years, Japan maintains the third largest economy in the world as well as increased investments in international collaborations. This push towards M&A will continue until it reaches a point of optimum consolidation and manager fatigue, when large scale businesses will break into smaller entities. Without knowing when such a tipping point will occur, the industry going forward needs to embrace beneficial pressure points for adaptation to global demands.

In conclusion, M&A, as well as other business growth strategies, such as an alliance, joint venture and organic development have changed the industry landscape in order to meet client needs. Adoption of any of these growth strategies enables major companies to address both domestic and international opportunities and no longer limits consultancy and engineering companies. However, there is a clear and justifiable business case for both large and small to co-exist in the future as we respond to increasing domestic, international and global challenges.
With the Davies Commission’s recommendation now in, joint ACE ACE News Progress Network anticipates the challenge of Heathrow’s third runway Heathrow will bring a unique challenge for the best and the brightest to produce world class design to deliver the project in this tight urban space. Those involved in the construction will no doubt be valuable assets during the operational phase, producing a generation of ‘as-built’ brains to serve Heathrow in the future or to act as global exports for other major infrastructure projects. As arguably the most climate aware generation this expansion brings major ethical concerns, with aviation looking likely to be one of the last sectors to displace fossil fuels. However, the shift in approach to deliver a sustainable airport is something that our network members felt they were well placed to provide. What, if anything, should our industry do to encourage further interest and engagement across the construction sector? The first cohort of year 7 students at an academy focused on Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths education showcased their determination to conquer the difficulties of engineering at a special event organised by ACE member Capital. At the ‘Structures for Superbrands’ event at the University Academy of Engineering South Bank school students were tasked with the design and construction of iconic, as well as environmentally friendly buildings for London. And they strongly impressed the seasoned judging panel of Capita representatives, as well as ACE’s Chief Operating Officer Anil Iyer. “Conveying the virtues of a career in engineering has always been a challenge in the UK due to the widespread mis-use and lack of understanding of the term amongst not only the general public but by schoolteachers and careers advisers. It is therefore absolutely refreshingly that we have, through the University Academy of Engineering, a unique environment where engineering and other STEM subjects form the core of the curriculum, with engineering concepts woven into non-engineering subjects,” Iyer said. “By doing this, I hope that the next generation is able to change the perception of engineering, making it an even more attractive and inclusive career option.”

Progress Network update Over the last year ACE’s community for young professional consultants and engineers has enjoyed reinvigorated interest and engagement across the UK. In addition to the thriving Progress Network group for London and South East, regional groups have blossomed in Scotland, North West and Midlands together with an international group in the Middle East. Discussions are under way to set up groups in Wales, South West, North and East England. Thanks to the support of ACE member ACECOM together with sponsors the UK’s local ACE is able to access all Progress Network evening events free to attend. The success of all events lies with the dedicated volunteers who co-ordinate activities through the regional committees and their passion and drive for their profession has seen the groups thrive and increase membership. If you are interested in attending our events or getting involved with the committees ACE would like to hear from you.

Year 7 STEM students impressed the judges The first cohort of year 7 students at an academy focused on Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths education showcased their determination to conquer the difficulties of engineering at a special event organised by ACE member Capital. At the ‘Structures for Superbrands’ event at the University Academy of Engineering South Bank school students were tasked with the design and construction of iconic, as well as environmentally friendly buildings for London. And they strongly impressed the seasoned judging panel of Capita representatives, as well as ACE’s Chief Operating Officer Anil Iyer. “Conveying the virtues of a career in engineering has always been a challenge in the UK due to the widespread mis-use and lack of understanding of the term amongst not only the general public but by schoolteachers and careers advisers. It is therefore absolutely refreshingly that we have, through the University Academy of Engineering, a unique environment where engineering and other STEM subjects form the core of the curriculum, with engineering concepts woven into non-engineering subjects,” Iyer said. “By doing this, I hope that the next generation is able to change the perception of engineering, making it an even more attractive and inclusive career option.”

ACE Agreements: protecting you from risk Within consultancy and engineering many small to medium scale services are delivered without a formal contract in writing, increasing personal as well as business risks. The majority of contractual agreements are essential to balance the interests of both parties to any agreement. By defining the scope of works, responsibilities and liabilities contracts serve to prevent the omission of issues which may be key to the success of a project. ACE offers a suite of up to date, standard Forms of Agreements. These can be tailored to accommodate any project and have been drafted and kept up to date by an ACE group of legal experts. Interested in ACE Agreements, but have questions? Please contact Legal Expert Rosemary Beales at agreements@acenet.co.uk.

Find out more about BIM from ACE The ACE BIM Engagement Group was devised to aid all within the sector to implement Building Information Modelling. BIM is not just for the large enterprises; contrary to common thought it is SMes that often have an easier time embracing its cultural change. The benefits as well as the challenges - ranging from contracts, insurance and quality assurance - are now commonplace. BIM is not just for the small enterprise, but will touch enterprises of all sizes as BIM becomes more intrinsic.
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Highways England sets out the challenge, Tideway green light, vision for rail, the digital future and northern transport
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TOP STORY: Roads: industry has two years to prove it can deliver

Future road spending to eclipse current £15bn plans is possible but Highways England and its supply chain have just two years to show they can do it, says Highways England boss Jim O’Sullivan.

“We are working on the biggest road capacity programme since the 1970s with Road Investment Strategy 1. If the economy continues to grow RIS 2 will be bigger. But that will depend on the successful delivery of RIS 1,” O’Sullivan said.

The Road Investment Strategy sets out plans to spend over £1bn in the six years to 2020/21. It is the first ever long term plan for developing the nation’s highways network and the Department for Transport has set out what it describes as a “deliberately ambitious” and demanding vision for Highways England to deliver.

“Year 3 is the critical year (2017/18), that is the workload really ramps up and when we will be starting to negotiate RIS 2 with Government,” O’Sullivan said. By year three, we’ll have to have had a track record of delivery behind us. But we need an organisation and a supply chain that is credible and looks like it can do the last two years of RIS 1. We have to be on programme and able to show that we are surrounded by an industry that is up for years four and five. Everything hinges on the people, equipment and organisational capability,”

Year 3 is when workload which has been settled at between £1bn and £1.5bn a year increases dramatically to £4bn a year, a huge step change for Highways England and its supply chain to manage.

“Delivering the Road Investment Strategy is absolutely vital. Especially when you consider the pressure on other sectors like Network Rail,” O’Sullivan said. “After six weeks in the job, however, I am confident it is deliverable but there are a number of organisations yet to be persuaded.”

Keys to future success are having the right skills in Highways England and to develop effective collaboration with the supply chain, O’Sullivan said. He is aware of the enthusiasm for Caretaker contracts in the supply chain but has some words of caution.

“Long term contracts are a good thing but can lead to complacency. Our suppliers need to take a long term view of the market and upskill accordingly. They may lose out if they only upskill to the limit of the long term contracts allocated.”

Thames Tideway to start next year

Once in a generation opportunity said project boss Andy Mitchell.

Construction of London’s new £4.5bn ‘super sewer’ will start next year following the confirmation of independent investors to finance and deliver the scheme. Contractors will begin mobilisation in September.

Bazalgette Tunnel Limited, a new special-purpose company appointed to take the project forward, received its licence from Ofwat as a new regulated utilities business, separate from Thames Water.

At the same time, Thames Water announced a much lower than predicted cost of the project to customers of £30 - £25 a year, way below the predicted £80 level. And the three preferred bidder contracting consortia had their contracts confirmed.

“It’s no exaggeration to say this is a truly momentous day for London and the River Thames” said Thames Water CEO Martin Baggs.

The news means that Andy Mitchell, CEO at ‘Tideway’, the delivery organisation for the Thames Tideway Tunnel, now owned by Bazalgette Tunnel Limited, can get on and build the scheme.

“It’s not just about cleaning up the river, important though that is. Nor is it just about building a tunnel. It’s about making sure we transform the River Thames, making it central to the capital’s wider social and economic well-being. This is a once in a generation opportunity.”

Time to set rail on a different track?

Government’s review of Network Rail offers an opportunity said Arup director Alexander Jan.

Despite stable funding and independent regulation, the Network Rail model is now being challenged.

So what should happen next? Some parts of the system – such as the intercity routes – should be cut loose from state control. The tracks and trains could be hired out under thirty or forty year concessions. That would allow long term investment decisions to be made to the benefit of passengers.

Competition from road, air and other rail providers would keep long distance operators on their toes. Light touch regulation could ensure proper access arrangements.

Scotland and Wales should be handed full responsibility for their parts of the rail network – as is largely already the case north of the border.

For London and other major city regions of England, the Government should be equally ambitious. A policy of supercharged rail devolution could see the Mayor of London along with leaders of the counties take responsibility for running trains and the infrastructure that serve their areas.

Rail devolution would create an industry structure and range of incentives to drive efficiency and innovation. Crucially it would support more housebuilding and growth on railway land. And it would answer the decades old question of what the state should do with Britain’s railways.

The North’s missed opportunity

A £13bn transport blueprint for the Northern Powerhouse is missing long term vision.

The document outlines work underway in road and rail projects throughout northern regions but fails to mention any of the long term plans identified in the Northern Transport Strategy published in March.

“Baging it as a blueprint is a missed opportunity,” said Marc Davies, chair of the ACE Northern Region and a director at WYG in Leeds. “The document earlier in the year had strategic ideas around road and rail and options for TransPennine routes. Progressing those ideas would have been very positive and shown proper commitment to the Northern Powerhouse.”

The blueprint was published as Transport Secretary Patrick McLoughlin visited projects in the north of England. He said that Government was determined to keep the momentum going.

Other experts agreed that the plans need to be part of a wider strategy. “To achieve their full potential, the latest plans must form part of a broader Northern integrated transport strategy, which could include HS2, a high speed east to west rail link and other peripheral projects. These bring with them separate challenges, such as finding the funding and generating public support over the medium term – but these are areas that leaders are already focusing on,” said Malcolm Bairdow, partner and head of infrastructure at professional services firm EY.

Bridging the digital gap

Neil Farmer of Tony Gee explained how digital engineering could revolutionise bridges.

Experts from consultant Tony Gee, contractor Laing O’Rourke and academics from the University of Cambridge have started on a research project entitled “Digitally enabling the design for manufacture, assembly and maintenance of bridges.”

Costing £1 million and co-funded by Innovate UK, the research aims to rationalise and automate bridge design processes through digital engineering. This in turn will allow the standardisation of some of the most common bridge types and elements enabling offline fabrication using advanced manufacturing techniques.

Working for Laing O’Rourke on the creation of a dual carriageway, Tony Gee helped support the use of design for manufacture and assembly (DFMA) by designing seven bridges in a way that promoted this method.

There are seven work phases to the new research before we move on to analysis of the design process, engineering DFMA processes and linking this to BIM.

• Quantify, classify typologies and requirements
• Capture, analyse design decision making process
• Research design and Engineer DFMA components
• Integrated set of digital tools
• BIM linked quality management system
• Data dictionary, data schema and translators
• Benchmark and demonstration.
Careers

Career Path: Lavinia Melilla

Lavinia Melilla is a port and marine technical expert with Bechtel, and has recently been awarded a fellowship by the Institution of Civil Engineers. Aged 35, she is the ICE’s youngest fellow.

Why did you decide to go into engineering?
I knew that I wanted to be an engineer right from when I was a small child. My father was a civil engineer in Italy, where I was raised, and he was always passionate about his career. He told me that you can design and build whatever you wish if you are an engineer. It was always the career for me.

What did you study? How did that lead to this career?
I studied civil engineering and then gained a Masters in marine structures at the University of Rome La Sapienza. After that, I obtained a PhD in hydraulics. Throughout my studies I gained experience in design and construction and I naturally progressed into the port and marine industry.

CV highlights since
Travelling all over the world and coming up with new formulae and equations for sedimentation and flood dynamics (I enjoy maths!), and developing a new method to identify vortex structures in turbulence. Other highlights include being on the ICE’s Maritime Expert Panel. But most recently, I am delighted to have been awarded a fellowship by the ICE.

Describe your job
I provide input to assist technical decisions about port and marine activities that Bechtel’s involved with around the world. Innovation, sustainability and value engineering are a constant focus of my work. No port and marine project is ever the same because there’s always a unique combination of environmental conditions and customer requirements. So my work is never boring!

What advice would you give your younger self?
Give plenty of attention to value engineering exercises to minimize costs—it will be important in the future. And take the time to get to know and learn from colleagues.

What kind of career do you believe engineering offers women?
There are just as many opportunities for women as there are for men. Everyone—regardless of gender—gets out of their career what they put into it. There are no limits for women engineers and I have personally found that I am listened to and treated as an equal to male engineers in all of the countries in which I’ve worked.
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